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562a Tuesday, February 28, 2012these examples mechanical forces are involved but the exact mechanics behind
the filopodial retraction are far from being understood. We use an optical trap to
place differently coated beads close to the tip of a preexisting filopodia. Di-
rectly after binding to the bead we observe filopodial retraction. In parallel
we use confocal microscopy to visualize the filopodial actin structure. Single
filopodia retract with constant velocity over their whole length against a force
that we can keep constant. We observed filopodial retraction velocities ranging
from 5 to 100 nm/s against applied forces ranging between 0 and 40 pN. The
pulling velocity of a single filopodia does not depend on the applied force.
However applying high forces above 40 pN leads to a disruption of the filopo-
dia internal structure close to the tip. This leads to a membrane tube that is
pulled from the filopodial tip. Local addition of Cytochalasin D to the actively
pulling filopodia leads to a similar breakage of the structure. This shows that the
high retraction forces observed in our experiment are transmitted by the filopo-
dial actin core and not only generated by membrane tension.
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Circulating leukocytes adhere to endothelium in venules near infection sites;
this is one step in leukocyte migration to infection. A leukocyte first forms ad-
hesions between its PSGL-1 receptors and P-selectin on activated endothelium,
causing it to roll under to the blood flow around it. As the leukocyte rolls, it
activates, deploying LFA-1 to bind with ICAM-1; these bonds are much stron-
ger than P-selectin bonds. These stronger bonds allow the leukocyte to be
firmly adhered to the endothelium; it then crawls through the endothelial layer
to infected tissue. We study this process numerically using the immersed
boundary method. This method allows us to combine the physics of flow
around the cell with the deformability of the cell membrane. PSGL and LFA
receptors are mostly at the tips of microvilli on the leukocyte. Microvilli (little
fingers) are deformable; when force beyond a transition threshold is applied to
a microvillus, it tethers and deforms much more easily. Only a fraction of
bound microvilli are extended to the point that they form tethers. The small
number of microvilli that are tethered (~25% of the bound microvilli) bear
most of the force on the cell, resisting the fluid flow. More microvilli attach
and form tethers on softer cells and at higher shear rates because a more de-
formed cell has larger contact area with the substrate, presenting more micro-
villi for binding. Cell deformation allows more microvilli to form bonds, and
microvillus deformation modulates the force from the cell on the PSGL and
LFA bonds, increasing the rate of firm adhesion.
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We have developed a numerical code for simulating fully three-dimensional
vesicle membranes. We will test candidate mathematical models of membranes
and generate pictures and movies for comparison with microscopy experiment
of red blood cells. Membrane shape changes as a dynamic process are based on
physical principles, the Navier-Stokes fluid flow equations, and phase field
method. Through our simulations, we will determine the strength of the shear
flow conditions that compromise the integrity of a cell membrane. One benefi-
cial application of this simulation is in the field of hematology. Since hematol-
ogy deals with the behavior of red blood cells, the numerical experiment
provides quantitative and visual data, which is challenging to extract experi-
mentally. This project will become an important computational tool for under-
standing membrane fusion.
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Phagocytosis, the uptake of external objects, such as bacteria is a key function
of immune cells. It is an inherently mechanical process that is driven by a
deformation of the cell membrane with the aim of engulfing the target. The sig-
naling pathways that drive phagocytosis have been extensively studied in the
past but surprisingly little is known about the biophysical aspects such as the
involved forces.
We address the mechanical aspects of phagocytosis by measuring the time-
resolved changes of the membrane stiffness around a particle. We use ferro-
magnetic microparticles coated with immunoglobulin G to trigger phagocytosisupon binding. To quantify the translational and rotational motion of the mag-
netic particles, we tag them with fluorescent fiduciary markers. We exert a me-
chanical torque to the particles by applying a modulating magnetic field.
Simultaneous measurements of the particle displacements in three rotational
and two translational directions quantify the mechanical properties of the bind-
ing site (Irmscher et al., submitted).
Our experiments show an unexpected anisotropy of the mechanical stiffness
with a ten-fold reduced shear modulus in the plane of the cell membrane.
When we measure the stiffness as a function of time, we observe an irreversible
stiffening of the contact site by at least a factor five within a time span of a few
hundred seconds.
In the context of phagocytosis, we hypothesize that the observed anisotropy
originates from the allocation of excess membrane and the subsequent growth
of a phagocytic cup.We extend a quantitative model description (van Zon et al.,
Mol Sys Biol, 5:298, 2009) to describe the size of the cup as a function of the
measured stiffness. Our technique provides a new tool to quantitatively study
the dynamics of the formation of phagocytic cups.
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We investigate whether different types of immune cells-human neutrophils,
monocytes, and murine J774 macrophages-employ a universal mechanistic
program during phagocytosis, or if there are quantitative or even qualitative dif-
ferences in the manner these professional phagocytes engulf pathogens. Fol-
lowing a detailed characterization of the baseline mechanical properties of
passive cells, we examine their active mechanical behavior during one-on-
one encounters with two different types of target: antibody-coated beads of var-
ious sizes, and serum-opsonized zymosan particles. Our immunophysical ap-
proach integrates dual-micropipette experiments using individual live cells
with finite-element computer models of autonomous leukocyte deformation.
With the exception of a striking difference in the regulation of the cortical ten-
sion, we find that the mechanical process of the engulfment of antibody-coated
beads is essentially the same between the three cell types. In contrast, for zy-
mosan phagocytosis, we identify critical differences between neutrophils on
the one hand, and monocytes/macrophages on the other hand. Whereas neutro-
phils extend a focused pseudopod that pushes the zymosan particle outwards
before engulfment, monocytes and macrophages generate a broad patch of
frond-like ruffles which appear to entangle and eventually overgrow the zymo-
san. These and other quantitative insights provided by our experimental/theo-
retical approach not only deepen our fundamental understanding of innate
immunity, but also illuminate the mechanisms underlying eukaryotic cell
motility.
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Cytoplasmic streaming refers to hydrodynamic flow inside the cell. The rheo-
logical property of the cytoplasm has been an important subject in biophysics.
Here, we show the rheology for simple fluid is sufficient to describe the dynam-
ics of cytoplasmic streaming in the Caenorhabditis elegans one-cell stage em-
bryo. Near the cell surface, the streaming transports materials into anterior
direction (cortical flow), whereas in the central region of the cell, the streaming
transports materials into posterior direction (cytoplasmic flow). Both flows de-
pend on myosin. Myosin meshwork on the cell surface migrates into the ante-
rior direction and generates cortical flow. We assumed that the migration of
myosin on the cell surface is driving cytoplasmic flow through the hydrody-
namic property of the cytoplasm. On that assumption, we tested if the rheology
for simple fluid is sufficient or not, for describing flow dynamics.We conducted
live-cell imaging and fluid dynamics simulation for simple fluid. The flow of
GFP-labeled yolk granules were imaged with confocal microscopy. The flow
velocity distribution was quantified with the image processing method, particle
image velocimetry (PIV). The quantified in vivo velocity distribution was com-
pared with that in simulation of Newtonian fluid dynamics. For simulation
method, moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method was chosen, since it
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quantitative agreement of flow dynamics in experiment with that in simulation.
Furthermore, in simulation, we also recapitulated flow caused by pronuclear-
movements in vivo. Collectively, our results indicate that hydrodynamics for
simple fluid is a prominent coarse-graining model for describing cytoplasmic
streaming (Niwayama et al., 2011, PNAS, 108: 11900-11905). Using this
model and Bayesian statistical technique, we are currently trying to estimate
the distribution of the forces which generate cytoplasmic streaming.
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The cytoplasm represents the largest part of the cell by volume and hence its
rheology sets the rate at which cellular shape change can occur. To date, the
cytoplasm has generally been modelled as a single-phase viscoelastic material;
however, recent experimental evidence suggests that its rheology is better de-
scribed using a poroelastic formulation in which the cytoplasm is considered to
be a biphasic system constituted of a porous elastic solid meshwork (cytoskel-
eton, organelles, macromolecules) bathed in an interstitial fluid (cytosol). In
this framework, a single parameter, the poroelastic diffusion constant Dp,
sets cellular rheology scaling as Dp~Ex^2/m with E the elastic modulus, x the
hydraulic pore size, and m the cytosolic viscosity. Here we measure Dp in cells
by fitting experimental stress relaxation curves in response to rapid application
of a localised force by atomic force microscopy microindentation. Next, using
indentation tests in conjunction with osmotic perturbations, we qualitatively
verified the validity of the predicted scaling of Dp with pore size. Using chem-
ical and genetic perturbations, we show that cytoplasmic rheology depends
strongly on the integrity of the actin cytoskeleton but not on microtubules or
intermediate filaments. Finally, we show that the short-time scale effective vis-
coelasticity of a cell is due to water redistribution within the cytoplasm and re-
late the cytoplasmic viscosity to cellular microstructure.
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Measurements of cell mechanics are crucial not only for understanding various
cell behaviors such as migration and proliferation but also for distinguishing
different types of cells. It has been reported that the stiffness of cancer cells
is smaller than that of normal cells [1, 2]. However, it is little known how rhe-
ological properties of cells differs between normal and cancer cells. In this
study, we measured the complex shear modulus, G*, of human mammary ep-
ithelial cells (MCF-10A) as normal cell and human mammary adenocarcinoma
cells (MCF-7) as cancer cell by atomic force microscopy (AFM) with microar-
ray technique [3, 4], in a frequency range of 2-180 Hz. It was observed that G*
of both types of cells followed a power-law rheology [5]. We found that the
elastic modulus at a frequency of the normal cells was significantly larger
than that of the cancer cells, which was consistent with that reported previously
[6]. Moreover, the power-law exponent and Newtonian viscous damping coef-
ficient also had significant difference between the normal and cancer cells, sug-
gesting that the set of parameters of power-law rheology is a useful indicator for
distinguishing normal and cancer cells. We will present in detail how the en-
semble distribution of power-law rheology of normal and cancer cells is af-
fected by the modification of cytoskeletal structures.
[1] J. Guck, et al., Biophys. J. 88, 3689 (2005), [2] S. E. Cross, et al., Nat. Nano-
tech. 2, 780 (2007), [3] Y. Mizutani, et al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 47, 6177 (2008),
[4] S. Hiratsuka, et al., Ultramicroscopy 109, 937 (2009), [5] B. Fabry, et al.,
Phys. Rev.E, 68, 041914 (2003), [6] S. Park, et al., Biophys. J. 89, 4330 (2005)
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We combine a multiscale modeling approach and the Dissipative Particle Dy-
namics to simulate erythrocytes (red blood cells, RBCs) in circulation, and fo-
cus on the splenic clearance of healthy RBCs, malaria-infected RBCs and
spherocytes in hereditary spherocytosis anemia. Our multiscale approach in-
cludes a Monte Carlo model of spectrins with domain unfolding reactions,
a Brownian Dynamics model of the junctional complex with detailed proteinconnectivity and a whole cell finite element model with the bilayer-skeleton
friction derived from measured transmembrane protein mobility. The fluid-
cell interaction problem is solved using the Dissipative Particle Dynamics
and a Boundary Element Method of Stokes flow. We first validate our models
by predicting RBC shapes in capillary and shear flows, and compare our results
of the skeleton density variation in micropipette aspiration and tank-treading
frequency with experiments. Then we carry out systematic analysis of the crit-
ical conditions of RBCs passing through the endothelial slits in the spleen, in-
cluding the effects of cell size, membrane stiffness, sphericity and slit size.
Furthermore, we found that the skeleton density variation and the bilayer-
skeleton interaction force are much larger in spherocytes than in healthy
RBCs for both splenic passage and shear flow, which may lead to further bila-
yer loss and explain the development of hereditary spherocytosis. In addition,
we also build a model of malaria-infected RBCs (iRBCs) in asexual stage, es-
pecially during ring stage using the experimentally obtained iRBC shape and
rigidity. The estimated spleen retention rate of iRBCs is consistent with recent
experimental data. Finally, to understand why only mature iRBCs in sexual
forms (gametocytes) are observed in peripheral blood for uptake in the mos-
quito meal, models of gametocytes are constructed and the simulation results
suggest that spleen retention is a possible mechanism.
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Live Cell Interferometry (LCI) is a real time imaging technology that is ex-
tremely well suited to capture motion on the micro- and even nano-scale, with
a temporal dynamic range and field of
view that far exceeds scanning probe tech-
niques. We will describe the development
and application of LCI for rapid, real-
time quantification of single-cell mass
changes in human embryonic stem cells
andpopulationsof cells exposed toa chang-
ing external and internal environments.
LCI is a conceptual advance in providing
a mechanism to assess whole populations
of cells, one cell at a time, for identifying,
tracking/monitoring, and measuring cellu-
lar responses, such as to therapeutic drugs.2862-Pos Board B632
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Cell monolayers are some of the simplest tissues of multi-cellular organisms,
yet maintaining their mechanical integrity is vital during normal physiology
and development. Constituent cells of monolayers are interfaced to one another
via specialised intercellular adhesions that interface cellular cytoskeletons to
one another. Mutations in cytoskeletal or adhesive proteins lead to clinical
symptoms associated with increased tissue fragility. However, there exists
presently no experimental method to characterise in vitro monolayer physical
properties. We have developed a novel system for tensile testing of cell mono-
layers freely suspended between two test rods. Using this we were able to show,
that monolayers are three-orders of magnitude stiffer than isolated cells, that
the actin cytoskeleton is the major contributor to monolayer elasticity, and
that keratin intermediate filaments appear load-bearing during sheet extension.
We show that on the timescales of our experiments monolayers extend via cell
shape change rather than active rearrangement. Hence, the ability of single cells
within the monolayer to dramatically change shape whilst maintaining intercel-
lular adhesion allows cell monolayers to be durable but maintain barrier func-
tion, a characteristic which is invaluable in for example morphogenesis. Our
technique allows for characterisation of intercellular adhesion energy and tissue
mechanics in cultured monolayers at high throughput with minimal experimen-
tal complexity.
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A single cell spreading on a substrate involves different mechanisms: the cell
adhesion to the extracellular matrix (ECM), the mechanosensing of environ-
mental cues, the cytoskeleton that is continuously reorganized and the assembly
of new ECM proteins on the substrate.
